
Neil Beltchenko Wins the 2021 Colorado Trail Race By Logan — 2 Conversation A few hours ago,
23-year-old Will Bodewes closed out his 2021 Colorado Trail Race, and just minutes ago, 48-year-old
singlespeeder Jefe Branham rolled across the finish line. Find details here…
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Matt's Why Cycles El Jefe Singlespeed 29er with Paul Components 30th .
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My Review on El Jefe LTD. Ingredients. Citrulline (7g) Betaine Anhydrous (2. 5g) Taurine (2g)
Nitrosigine (1. 5g) ElevATP (150mg) Choline Bitartrate. Caffeine Anhydrous (300mg) Theobromine. .
El Jefe is a potent pre workout and it doesn't play friendly with caffeine sensitive users. .

Why Cycles el Jefe is a racey, titanium pro model MTB . - Bikerumor

April 6, 2021 The El Jefe is the latest model to land in the Why Cycles titanium catalog. Think of it as
the more serious sibling to the S7 and the Wayward. It's less swoopy, more serious, lighter, and faster-
pedaling, yet it has clearance for a 29×2. 6″ tire. This bike is Why's first "pro-model", akin to
skateboarding, surfing, and snowboarding.

Why Cycles El Jefe Review - BIKEPACKING



Why Cycles el Jefe is a racey, titanium pro model MTB worthy of its namesake Written by Zach
Overholt April 06, 2021 2 Support us! Bikerumor may earn a small commission from affiliate links in
this article. Learn More The newest bike from Why Cycles is a bit of a departure from their norm.

el Jefe - Why Cycles

Any first-hand reviews? Been on a hunt for a new SS frame for a while. The Chumba sendero and Esker
Japhy were on my list for a semi-slack SS - Vassago Optimus as well (but just can't get myself to
support a company that can't keep their retail site updated in 2021).

El Jefe ⚫⚫ (@eljefereviews) | Twitter



EL JEFE. @ELJefeReviews. Headphone Addict, Music Lover, Audio Tech Reviewer! I'm also helping
creators grow organically on YouTube with. @VidIQ. . Business ELJefeReviews@gmail.

Why Cycles Releases the el Jefe Hardtail for Backcountry Epics - Pond .

Why El Jefe Review Bikepacking Bikes / Hardtail Reviews Share This Thanks in advance for spreading
the word! Just released, the Why Cycles El Jefe is the latest titanium hardtail in the company's lineup.
We got to test out this bikepacking-specific pro model for a few weeks prior to its release.

Why El Jefe | Page 2 | Mountain Bike Reviews Forum

Price, review, features and specs. Rate Why Cycles EL JEFE: 4. 4 /5 (5 votes) Add To Compare Write a



Review. Why Cycles EL JEFE Price . Book a Test Drive through Bikes4Sale and we will try to get you
the best offer for Why Cycles EL JEFE. For Exciting Offers, Book a Test Drive.

2021 Why Cycles El Jefe Base - Bike Insights

I have been riding one of the original prototypes since sometime last fall, and the El Jefe is a really rad
and fun bike that also likes to be loaded and pushed hard. I smile so big every time I throw a leg over
and take it for a spin. The bike features artwork based on some of my sketches.



El Jefe Restaurant - Palm Springs, CA | OpenTable

El Jefe is a Mexican restaurant in Palm Springs, CA. Read reviews, view the menu and photos, and
make reservations online for El Jefe. . At present, El Jefe has no reviews. Please add a review after your
dining experience to help others make a decision about where to eat.



Why Cycles el Jefe is a racey, titanium pro model MTB worthy of its .

Why Cycles made sure to include all the options any rider would need for their dream build, with sliding
dropouts allowing for a single-speed set-up, and fender bosses to mount panniers or extra bags.
Geometry on the El Jefe is a mix of progressive and classic design ideas with the frame having a notably
slack head-tube angle.

New el Jefe from Why Cycles by WhyCycles - Pinkbike

76 Comments When you have a Tour Divide winner riding your frames, it makes sense to produce them
a bike that can go as long as they can. That's exactly what Why Cycles did for Jefe Branham,.



Congrats to the 2nd and 3rd Place Colorado Trail Race Finishers

The general reception surrounding Diablo 4 has had many ups and downs in its first six months since
release. Currently, Diablo 4 is in a far better state than it was earlier this year.

Why Cycles EL JEFE Bicycle: Price, Review, Specs and Features

My name is Jeff, A. K. A. EL JEFE, and I make review videos from a regular person's perspective.
Audio is a hobby of mine so I feel passionate about testing the latest in headphones, earbuds and .



EL JEFE REVIEWS - YouTube

Specs: Medium Frame Fox 34 SC - 2nd of these I have owned this one feels much better than the
previous Wheels: RW30 with I9 101, little heavy but hoping they ride really well. Initial thought was
definitely not overly stiff so expect they will, need a 4 plus hour trail ride to really test them out. .



The Why Cycles El Jefe | The Radavist | A group of individuals who .

The Jefe is the perfect combination of the Why builds you know and love: It's as capable in the
backcountry as the Wayward, but lighter and faster. It's playful like the S7, but more serious .

Save $500 on Select Why R+ and El Jefe Frames and Builds

Calling it "more serious and less swoopy" than their S7 hardtail, Why Cycles also says the el Jefe is just
as capable as their Wayward in the backcountry. So what makes it different?



Diablo 4 head says Blizzard will "embrace," not insta-nerf, busted .

The Jefe is the perfect combination of the Why builds you know and love: It's as capable in the
backcountry as the Wayward, but lighter and faster. It's playful like the S7, but more serious and less
swoopy. Take the Jefe bikepacking, over technical singletrack, and to the start line of your next XC race.

Why El Jefe | Mountain Bike Reviews Forum

Find bikes that match your geometry criteria. 4 sizes: 599|435, 607|455, 615|474, 627|499, stack|reach.
Hit compare to see this Why Cycles side-by-side with your bike.



Reader's Rig: Jefe's Why Cycles El Jefe - BIKEPACKING

Last weekend's visit to Why Cycles and Revel Bikes brought with it a veritable overload of Beautiful
Bicycles but one, in particular, stood out to me. Matt's El Jefe build was one of the last bikes I shot on
the trip but had such a wild build kit that I wanted to reserve it for its own gallery, so let's check it out in
detail below. Matt works in Dealer Sales and acquired this El Jefe when .

Rider and Rig: Jefe's El Jefe - BIKEPACKING

Why Cycles / El Jefe. 2021 Why Cycles El Jefe Base. 2021. 2021. Base. Category Hardtail Cross-
country MTB. Design Flat Bar, Hardtail (Front suspension) Frame Titanium. Suspension 120 mm fork
travel. Features Disc brake, Single-speed capable. Small size 4 sizes (Small to XL) size XL. Small.



Geometry Details: Why Cycles el Jefe 2021

Often times when I ride someone else's bike, I feel strange, but the El Jefe was just perfect, the bike was
so dialed for its upcoming adventure, the attention to detail from the tape everywhere to brake
alignment, perfectly cut zip ties, to a tight and sturdy kit, it felt and looked better than my bikepacking
race rigs to be honest.

Why El Jefe | Mountain Bike Reviews Forum

So I had swapped onto my El jefe my NOBL TR32 laced to Hydra and the bike came much more alive
than with the RW30. . I9 Trail 270 24H going on, pics and reviews coming soon. Side note: RW30 with
1/1 look near new very low miles for sale PM if interested. XC, Road, XXC, Endurance, Mtn, All-Mtn,



Cross, Gravel, just go have fun on 2 wheels! Save .

Why Cycles El Jefe Frame - Bikes - competitivecyclist

The Why El Jefe was released last year as an efficient hardtail for backcountry travel and bikepacking.
Logan published an in-depth review here, and summed it up as a bike that, "…thrives when loaded,
particularly on singletrack. It does really well on rolling technical singletrack, cross-country trails, and
doubletrack.

• https://groups.google.com/g/60ironpumping79/c/hHXSM6sain0
• https://publiclab.org/notes/print/45810
• https://publiclab.org/notes/print/44290
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